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-progress as a process of widening- constantly the
•circle of most useful and familiar verbal friends, by
admitting more friends stage by stage in an order of
^decreasing utility. At any stage in this proceeding
'there will be the working vocabulary within the circle
.and the vocabulary outside it waiting to cotne in. And
-at each successive stage the working vocabulary grows
larger as the waiting vocabulary grows less.
At no period, however, in the pupil's school career,
and at no period for that matter in the life of the ordinary
Englishman, is this waiting vocabulary ever entirely
absorbed. No man uses, or knows to the point of use,
.all the words and expressions in the English language.
But as he converses and reads, the Englishman in
England keeps picking up fresh acquaintances as he
•goes along, and some of these he admits to his working
•circle. The process, however, is somewhat haphazard.
He picks at random from here and there, and un-
wittingly.
The function of a teacher of a foreign language is to
•see that the process is not haphazard, and to decide and
Tegulate the admissions to the pupil's circle of friends all
along. This policy of deliberateness is undertaken in the
interests of economy, for we cannot, with our limited
time for teaching, afford to let the pupil admit less
useful claimants to the circle and exclude the more
useful.
Recognition and Application  JTocabularics
There are, in effect, three circles of vocabulary of
practical interest to the teacher of English in India :
^firstly, the inner or working circle already referred to,
.and secondly, within the circle of all the other words and
expressions in the language the intermediate circle of
those who are recognized but not admitted to the inner
•circle, and lastly, the outer circle of those the school
pupil need not trouble to meet. There are the friends,
$ie acquaintances and the strangers.
Of the strangers nothing further need be said, except
that it is for the teacher to detect them when he sees
them, and to let them be. But the distinction between
the friends and J the acquaintances is an important

